Introduction {#S1}
============

Studies on reading difficulties (RD) have mainly focused on reading development during the early grades, and long-term longitudinal follow-up studies are scarce. The customary assumption about the persistence of RD is contested by findings in recent studies on the stability of RD. These studies indicate that in addition to persistent RD cases, there are those with resolving RD (i.e., normal reading skills in later grades despite RD being identified during early grades) and those with late-emerging RD (i.e., RD identified during the later grades despite normal early reading skills) (e.g., [@B7]; [@B45]; [@B9]). These unstable groups are of particular interest because they may provide more understanding on the developmental risk and supportive mechanisms in RD. Such knowledge is useful for more accurate identification of children with RD and for planning support for children and youth with RD. But do these groups truly exist, or are they simply a result of measurement error? When we categorize continuous reading distribution at two time points using arbitrary cut-offs, is it possible that the changes in RD classification are actually due to measurement error?

We cannot answer these questions based on the previous studies on RD stability because of methodological limitations. Such limitations include the use of (arbitrary) cut-offs in reading skill distributions to identify RD cases ([@B11]; [@B5]), not examining the role of measurement error played in the stability of diagnosis across time, small sample sizes ([@B19]; [@B29]), and the use of very lenient 20--25% cut-offs in RD identification (e.g., [@B29]; [@B9]). Furthermore, nearly all studies except for [@B45] have been conducted in English, which constrains the generalization of the findings to other orthographies. [@B45], however, involved only a small number of Finnish children with RD from a specific sample with family risk for dyslexia and examined only reading fluency. Our study examines the effects of measurement error and cut-offs in the longitudinal stability of RD identification across two time points, grades 2 and 6, by using a structural equation model (SEM)-based simulation approach. Examining the effects of measurement error with the use of observed data is not possible because measurement error is constant in observed variables and cannot be manipulated. It can be manipulated though with the use of simulations ([@B38]). In addition to the use of single cut-off, we examined the stability of RD identification by using a simulation-based buffer zone in order to handle both the effects of the use of single cut-off on continuous distributions ([@B40]) and the effects of the measurement error. In our study, we used a large-population-based sample of Finnish-speaking children and included both reading fluency and reading comprehension.

Reading Fluency and Reading Comprehension Difficulties {#S1.SS1}
------------------------------------------------------

One of the main aims of education is to teach young children to read and use reading for learning. To be considered a skilled reader, an individual must be able to read accurately and fluently and comprehend the meaning of what was read. Reading accuracy, fluency, and comprehension are closely linked skills, particularly in the early phases of reading development, and reading comprehension can only develop after some basic word identification skills have been achieved (e.g., [@B10]). According to the verbal efficiency theory ([@B35]), good reading fluency skills facilitate reading comprehension because automaticity in decoding reduces the resource demands of cognitive processes (e.g., memory and attention), which can then be allocated to comprehension. The strength of the relationship between reading fluency and reading comprehension diminishes over time ([@B10]; [@B46]; [@B37]) as children become "fluent enough". This finding is in accordance with the Simple View of Reading (SVR) model ([@B13]; [@B15]), which states that reading comprehension is a product of two separable abilities -- decoding and linguistic comprehension. Several studies over the past 30 years have supported the SVR model (e.g., [@B6]; [@B48]; [@B46]; see [@B12], for a meta-analysis). Based on SVR, it is thus expected that, although decoding and reading comprehension are highly related skills, four discrete groups of RD can be identified: only decoding difficulties, only reading comprehension difficulties, both decoding and reading comprehension difficulties, and no RD. Evidence for the dissociated reading skill development in decoding (accuracy and/or fluency) and reading comprehension has been shown repeatedly (e.g., [@B8]; [@B47]; [@B10]).

As reading fluency and reading comprehension are associated, but difficulties with either can emerge; the examination of RD stability should include both. We base our RD stability analysis on a model that includes reading fluency and comprehension, their stability in time, their correlations at both time points, and cross-lagged effects. We do not include reading accuracy in our model because in transparent orthographies ([@B3]; [@B39]; [@B2]) acquisition of high accuracy is a fast process and because almost all children read accurately after 1 year of formal instruction of reading ([@B26]; [@B17]; [@B42]).

RD Stability Over Time and the Challenge With Measurement Error in Cut-Off-Based RD Identification {#S1.SS2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Five studies have addressed the stability of RD classification over time ([@B19]; [@B29]; [@B7]; [@B45]; [@B9]). Overall, these studies suggest that while some children have stable RD, many also show difficulties only in later grades despite good early reading skills (late-emerging RD). Some studies have also reported that there are individuals whose RD resolve over time ([@B7]; [@B45]). One of the most cited studies of late-emerging poor readers was conducted by [@B19], in which 161 grade 4 and grade 5 students were assessed based on school and parental reports. As a cut-off, they used a combination of the research-based estimation that 10--20% of children have RD and the range of reading abilities (including both word reading and reading comprehension measures) of the group with early school-identified and persistent RD. Thirty-one children with late-emerging RD were identified: 11 with word RD, 10 with reading comprehension difficulties, and 10 with both word reading and reading comprehension difficulties. In another longitudinal study, [@B29] examined word reading among 44 children with early RD, of which 22 had RD in grade 4 and 22 were typical readers. Using the 25th percentile as a cut-off in a standardized oral reading test, three subgroups of RD were identified: persistent RD (*N* = 7), borderline RD (*N* = 7), and late-emerging RD (*N* = 8). However, in their studies [@B19]; [@B29], and [@B45] used single cut-off points on raw variables with measurement error included. Consequently, it is possible to include false-positive and false-negative cases, which can affect the reliability of the results and the prevalence of each group.

Setting a cut-off value in reading ability distribution is a practical tool for identifying RD. However, it causes uncertainty in research findings because of measurement error ([@B11]; [@B5]; [@B38]). When we use a reading test, there is going to be some measurement error, and as a result, setting a cut-off based on the raw scores will lead to misclassifications. If an individual's score is slightly above the cut-off, the measurement error could cause his/her observed score to fall below the cut-off, leading him/her to be falsely identified as having RD. Measurement error can thus affect the accurate identification of children with RD. It can also affect the stability of RD, because changes in RD status can reflect either a true change or be due to the effect of measurement error at either or both time points.

The effects of the use of cut-off points on raw variables with measurement error included were tested in the only non-English RD stability study ([@B45]). In this Finnish study, the stability of RD status was examined from grades 2 to 8. In the study, 182 children participated, of which 101 had family risk for RD and 81 had no risk. Three reading speed tasks were used for the identification of RD in grades 2 and 8, and the 10th percentile was used as a cut-off point in the distribution of the children without family risk. Four groups were identified: no RD (*N* = 127), late-emerging RD (*N* = 18), resolving RD (*N* = 15), and persistent RD (*N* = 22). In addition to the cut-off-based identification of RD groups, a simulation approach was used to examine how many children would have changed their group due to the unreliability of the measurement. The simulation results showed that 10 out of 33 RD children were misclassified. While the simulation did confirm that RD seem not to be stable for all participants, it also showed that measurement error had a clear effect.

A different methodology was used by [@B7], who examined the prevalence of late-emerging RD with a form of latent transition analysis (LTA) in a sample of 493 children followed through grades 2, 4, 8, and 10. Importantly, they examined RD in both word reading and reading comprehension. The LTA provides a good solution for modeling the transitions between latent classes over time. At each time point, four latent classes were allowed in the model: typical reader, word RD, reading comprehension difficulties, and both word reading and reading comprehension difficulties. The cut-off of 1 standard deviation below the weighted sample mean was used for the identification of RD at each time point. In their analysis, six groups were identified across time, two stable over time, and four with transitions. This study controlled measurement error in the LTA mover--stayer model by using multiple binary indicators. Although measurement error was controlled, the actual effects on transitions were not addressed. In addition, although all possible combinations for late-emerging RD were examined (late-emerging word RD, late-emerging reading comprehension difficulties, late-emerging word RD and reading comprehension difficulties), the persistent and resolving classes were not examined.

It is possible though that the single cut-offs contribute to false impressions of the distinctness of the RD groups if many resolving and late-emerging individuals are scoring just above the cut-off value. [@B40] argued that using a buffer zone instead of simple cut-off points divides better those with and those without RD. The latest edition of the [@B1] *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders* (DSM-5) includes severity ratings, which reflect the idea of continuous reading distribution. Developmental disorders are the results of many risk factors and are better seen as dimensional disorders rather than diagnostic categories ([@B34]; [@B41]). This is also in line with the notion of the arbitrariness of cut-off points for the classification into learning disorder groups ([@B32]). [@B9] used a buffer zone in their examination of the prevalence and persistence of late-emerging and early identified RD in a sample of 964 children. They used the 25th percentile as a cut-off for the identification of RD (word reading and/or reading comprehension), but to be considered a typical reader, a child's score needed to be at or above the 35th percentile (a buffer zone between the 25th and 35th percentiles). In grade 4, five groups were identified: typical reading skills (*N* = 694), word RD (*N* = 7), reading comprehension difficulties (*N* = 121), word reading and reading comprehension difficulties (*N* = 24), and borderline reading skills (*N* = 118). The children with poor word reading and/or reading comprehension difficulties were further regrouped into early identified, late-emerging, and inconsistent readers based on their performance in grades 1, 2, and 3.

The Present Study {#S1.SS3}
-----------------

The aim of the current study is to examine the effects of measurement error and the effects of single cut-offs in the stability of RD identification from grades 2 to 6. The study aims to address the methodological limitations of the previous studies on RD stability by (a) applying a model-based simulation analysis to examine the effects of measurement error and single cut-offs in the identification of RD, (b) analyzing a non-English and larger sample relative to previous ones, and (c) examining RD in both reading fluency and reading comprehension. The advantages of the use of simulation are threefold: we can examine the effects of measurement error and the effects of single cut-offs on transitions; we can examine all possible combinations for reading fluency and reading comprehension between grades 2 and 6 for all the groups (persistent RD, late-emerging RD, resolving RD); and our larger sample allows us to identify more groups that probably would not have been identified in observed data because some of these groups might not have been big enough. In addition, in our study, we focus on the beginning and the end of primary school in Finland. Because in grade 1 (during which formal instruction of reading begins), it would be difficult to assess accurately reading comprehension, our first assessment point was grade 2. Grade 6 is the last grade of primary school. After that, children enter junior high school and high school where they are taught by subject teachers instead of the classroom teacher.

The research questions of the present study are as follows:

1.  How stable are reading fluency and reading comprehension RD from grades 2 to 6?

2.  What is the effect of measurement error on the estimation of RD stability over time from grades 2 to 6?

3.  What is the effect of using single cut-offs compared with a buffer zone when examining RD stability over time from grades 2 to 6?

We expect that cases of late-emerging and resolving RD would also emerge in the present data (e.g., [@B19]; [@B7]; [@B45]; [@B9]). We also anticipated that the simulation approach would reveal an effect of measurement error ([@B38]) and that the use of a buffer zone would lower the percentages of changing RD groups (resolving and late-emerging).

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Participants and Procedure {#S2.SS1}
--------------------------

The present study is part of the longitudinal First Steps Study ([@B23]), a follow-up of approximately 2,000 children from kindergarten to grade 6. The aim of the First Steps Study is to examine the development of children's learning and motivation in the family and school contexts. The sample was drawn from four municipalities: two in central, one in western, and one in eastern Finland. In three of the municipalities, an invitation was sent through schools to the whole age cohort of children, and in the fourth (urban) municipality, the invitation for participation was sent to approximately half of the age cohort. At the beginning of the study, the children's parents and teachers were asked for written consent. Of the parents who were contacted, 78--89%, depending on town or municipality, agreed to take part in the study. Of the children's mothers, 7.6% had no education beyond secondary school, 30.2% had a vocational school degree, 23.8% a vocational college degree, 9.9% a bachelor's degree, 24% a master's degree, and 4.6% a doctoral degree. Of the children's fathers, 7.9% had no education beyond secondary school, 33.2% had a vocational school degree, 23.7% a vocational college degree, 9.9% a bachelor's degree, 19% a master's degree, and 6.3% a doctoral degree. Parental education distribution was very close to the national distribution of Finland ([@B44]). The sample was highly homogeneous in ethnic and cultural background (e.g., Finnish-speaking schools and students). The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of Jyväskylä and at the beginning of the study the children's parents, and teachers provided informed written consents for participation. During the study, also the children gave their written consent to participate.

The present study involved assessments at two time points -- the end of grade 2 (Spring 2009) (8 years) and the end of grade 6 (Spring 2013) (13 years). Only children (*N* = 1,432; 662 girls and 770 boys) for whom data were available for both the grade 2 and grade 6 assessments were included in the analyses. All participants who were assessed in grade 6 were included in the current sample. In grade 6 spring, 1,824 12- to 13-year-old children participated: 863 girls (47.31%) and 961 (52.69%) boys. Of them, 1,458 participated also in grade 2 spring (8--9 years old): 680 girls (46.64%) and 778 (53.36%) boys. The sample size of the First Steps Study changed somewhat each year due to factors as shifts in teaching groups or absences during the testing days. In the present study, data from 72 schools and 147 classrooms were used. The SEM described below for the development of reading fluency and reading comprehension from grades 2 to 6 was also constructed using full grade 6 data. There were only minor differences to some of the path estimates ranging from 0.01 to 0.05.

Conducting such a long-term follow-up study is challenging, and some changes in the sample from one assessment time point to another are inevitable. We conducted a missing value analysis in order to examine if missingness was random for the data we used at the current study (*z*-scores for reading fluency composite and reading comprehension in grades 2 and 6). We used the [@B30] tests of missing completely at random (MCAR), which showed that the data were not MCAR, χ^2^(14) = 62.29, *p* \< 0.001. Reading fluency composite score and reading comprehension in grade 2 had 20.34 and 21.27% of the cases missing. Reading fluency composite score and reading comprehension in grade 6 had 0.22 and 0.16% of the cases missing. The one-way ANOVA analysis comparing the reading fluency and reading comprehension performance of the sample included in this study (only those who were assessed in both grades 2 and 6; *N* = 1,432) and the whole sample (*N* = 1,824) showed that those who participated in both grades were somewhat better readers than those who participated only in grade 6 \[for reading fluency: *F*(1,1,812) = 47.08, *p* \< 0.001; for reading comprehension: *F*(1,1,819) = 7.46, *p* \< 0.01\]. However, the effect sizes were small for reading fluency (*d* = −0.39) and negligible for reading comprehension (*d* = −0.15).

The comprehensive education, grades 1--9, starts at the fall from the year in which the child turns 7 years of age, which is rather late compared with other countries. Before entrance to elementary school, all 6-year-olds attend 1-year kindergarten education. One goal of kindergarten education is to arouse children's interest in texts and reading and to support emerging pre-reading skills, instead of a systematic instruction of decoding ([@B21]). However, children are read to, and they are also encouraged to play with letters, phonemes, and words ([@B22]). Reading instruction begins at grade 1, and it is based on grapheme--phoneme correspondence (phonics) and a highly transparent Finnish orthography, which makes reading acquisition relatively easy and quick for children ([@B20]). At the end of kindergarten, around 30% of the children can read fluently, around 30% can decode easy words while around 30% of the children show no sign of reading ([@B25]; [@B42]). Largely due to the consistent nature of the highly transparent orthography of the Finnish language ([@B2]), reading accuracy hits a ceiling after a few months of formal reading instruction in grade 1 ([@B26]), and basically all children can read accurately by the end of the first school year ([@B42]). However, even a highly consistent orthography does not guarantee efficient reading acquisition for all children. RD are typically identified for approximately 5--20% of children in either reading fluency or comprehension, depending on the criteria ([@B25]).

In basic education, children do not need to have an official diagnosis in order to have access to special educational services. Teachers and parents along with the students assess the need for extra support ([@B4]). The most common form of special educational services is the part-time special education provided by a special education teacher ([@B43]). In this form of special education, students study in general education classes and receive support 1--2 h/week from a special education teacher. This kind of support focuses on reading, spelling, and math difficulties. It is implemented in small groups (typically three to four students) or individually if the student faces long-lasting or more severe difficulties or if the student faces difficulties in more than one learning areas ([@B14]).

Measures {#S2.SS2}
--------

### Reading Fluency {#S2.SS2.SSS1}

There were three group-administered tests for the assessment of reading fluency: a word reading fluency task, a word-chain task, and a sentence reading task. Cronbach's alpha reliability coefficient for the fluency composite was 0.79 in grade 2 and 0.77 in grade 6.

#### Word reading fluency task {#S2.SS2.SSS1.Px1}

The word reading fluency task is a subtest of the nationally normed reading test battery \[ALLU--Ala-asteen lukutesti (ALLU--Reading Test for Primary School); [@B28]\]. Each of the 80 items consisted of a picture with four phonologically similar words attached to it. The child silently read the four words and then drew a line to connect the picture with the word, semantically matching it. The words and pictures were frequently used words familiar to young children. For example, there was a picture of a bunny (pupu in Finnish) and the correct word along with three distractors (English word is in parentheses): pipo (cap), papu (bean), and apu (help). Completing the test requires fluent decoding. The score was the number of correct answers within a 2-min time limit. Because of the nature of this timed test, the score reflects both the child's fluency in reading the stimulus words and accuracy in making the correct choice from among the alternatives. According to the test manual ([@B27]), the Kuder--Richardson reliability was 0.82 in grade 2 and 0.97 in grade 6.

#### Word-chain task {#S2.SS2.SSS1.Px2}

The word-chain task ([@B33]) is a timed test with 10 rows of word chains comprising four to six words written together without spaces. The child silently read the words in the chains and, while reading them, indicated the word boundaries by drawing a division line between words. The score was the number of correct responses (maximum 40) within the time limit (1 min 25 s in grade 2). In our sample, the Pearson correlation coefficient between grades 2 and 6 was 0.52.

#### Sentence reading task {#S2.SS2.SSS1.Px3}

The Test of Silent Reading Efficiency and Comprehension (TOSREC; [@B50]; Finnish version by [@B24]) was used to assess silent reading efficiency in grade 2. Respondents were given 3 min to read 60 sentences and verify the truthfulness of as many sentences as possible. In grade 6, a similar task was used, the Salzburg Sentence Reading Test ([@B18], translated into Finnish by Sini Huemer; [@B36]). Respondents were given 2 min to read 69 sentences and verify the truthfulness of as many sentences as possible. The sum score was based on the number of correct items. In our sample, the Pearson correlation coefficient between grades 2 and 6 was 0.67.

### Reading Comprehension {#S2.SS2.SSS2}

A group-administered subtest of a nationally normed reading test battery (ALLU; [@B28]) was used to assess reading comprehension. The children silently read a fiction story and then answered 11 multiple-choice questions and one question in which they had to arrange five statements in the correct sequence based on information gathered from the text. The text contained 114 words in grade 2. The child received 1 point for each correct answer (max = 12). Each child completed the task at his or her own pace, but the maximum time allotted was 45 min. [@B28] reported Kuder--Richardson reliability coefficients of 0.80 in grade 2 and 0.74 in grade 6.

Analysis Description {#S2.SS3}
--------------------

First, we identified the RD groups using cut-off points on the observed data in a similar fashion as previous RD stability studies. We first calculated *z*-scores for reading comprehension and *z*-scores for the three reading fluency tasks in grades 2 and 6 separately. Based on the *z*-scores for reading fluency, we calculated mean composite scores for each grade. We used the 10th percentile as the cut-off value and dichotomized the reading fluency and reading comprehension *z*-score variables accordingly. The four variables were coded at each time point as 0 = typical reader (above the 10th percentile) and 1 = RD (below the 10th percentile) for each case ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

The simulation analysis on the effects of measurement error on the RD grouping started by building a SEM for the development of reading fluency and reading comprehension from grades 2 to 6 (see [Supplementary Appendix A](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The model was constructed using four latent variables consisting of separate factors for reading fluency and reading comprehension in grades 2 and 6 (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The use of latent variables for reading fluency (composed of three measures) and reading comprehension provide reading measures that do not include measurement error. Because reading comprehension had only one measure at each time point, we calculated the correction of attenuation using the Kuder--Richardson reliability estimates for reading comprehension in each grade from the test manual ([@B28]). In this way, we can set measurement error also in reading comprehension. The model included the stability paths within the reading constructs, the cross-lagged paths between reading fluency and comprehension across time, and correlations between reading fluency and comprehension at both time points.

![Standardized path estimates of the cross-lagged model. The figure presents standardized estimates using listwise analysis.](fpsyg-10-02841-g001){#F1}

The structural equation model analyses were carried out using Mplus 7.4 software. Maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors (MLR) was used for the analysis. To evaluate model fit, chi-square values and a set of fit indexes were used as follows: (a) the comparative fit index (CFI); (b) Tucker--Lewis index (TLI); and (c) the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA). Good model fit is indicated by a small, preferably non-significant χ^2^, CFI \> 0.95, TLI \> 0.95, and RMSEA \< 0.06 ([@B16]). Since the chi-square test depends on sample size and is sensitive to a large sample size, the chi-square statistics were not regarded as conclusive.

Next, we estimated model parameters of the SEM model to produce two simulated datasets with 200,000 cases. The first dataset was simulated using parameters related to latent factors, hence corresponding to true scores without measurement error (see [Supplementary Appendix B](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The second dataset used all the parameters in the model to produce data that include also the measurement error (see [Supplementary Appendix C](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In this dataset, the error covariances were also included in the simulation equations to correspond to the observed situation. The simulations were produced using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). We used the estimates for the stability paths, the cross-lagged paths, and the correlations between reading fluency and reading comprehension variables. For each simulation, we entered four discrete variables into the model: fluency in grade 2, fluency in grade 6, comprehension in grade 2, and comprehension in grade 6. The scores for each of the four variables were coded at each time point as 0 = typical reader (highest 90%) and 1 = RD (lowest 10%) for each case. Next, we calculated the frequencies of RD groups in each simulated dataset. By comparing the percentages of RD groups in the simulated samples without and with measurement error, we can examine the effect of measurement error on RD identification and RD identification stability.

The final step of our analysis was to examine RD stability with the use of a buffer zone. We used the same procedure described above, but the four discrete variables that were entered into the model were coded at each time point as 0 = typical reader (highest 75%), 1 = RD (lowest 10%), and 2 = borderline score (lowest 10--25%) for each case. Those with scores in the lowest 10% of the reading fluency and/or reading comprehension distribution were identified as manifesting reading fluency and/or reading comprehension difficulties. Those with scores in the lowest 10--25% range were identified as borderline readers, and those with scores above 25% were identified as having no RD ([Tables 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}, [8](#T8){ref-type="table"}). In this analysis, we focused specifically on the late-emerging and the resolving RD in order to examine how far the scores are from the cut-off and how distinct the two groups are that were identified using the single cut-off.

Results {#S3}
=======

Descriptive Statistics {#S3.SS1}
----------------------

See [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for descriptive statistics and [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for the correlations between reading fluency and reading comprehension measures in grades 2 and 6. For the reading measures, the stability correlations between grades 2 and 6 ranged from moderate to high (0.49--0.67).

###### 

Descriptive statistics for reading fluency and reading comprehension measures in grades 2 and 6.

                              ***N***   **Minimum**   **Maximum**   **Mean**   **SD**   **Skewness**   **Kurtosis**
  --------------------------- --------- ------------- ------------- ---------- -------- -------------- --------------
  **Grade 2**                                                                                          
  Word reading fluency task   1,458     3             58            24.75      7.39     0.46           0.11
  Word-chain task             1,458     0             35            11.59      5.93     0.61           0.31
  Sentence reading task       1,453     3             60            30.57      8.15     0.02           0.26
  Reading comprehension       1,436     0             12            8.73       2.58     --0.79         --0.14
  **Grade 6**                                                                                          
  Word reading fluency task   1,820     10            80            47.22      10.94    0.00           0.00
  Word-chain task             1,820     1             40            21.63      7.44     0.09           --0.36
  Sentence reading task       1,822     4             62            30.61      7.38     0.15           0.28
  Reading comprehension       1,821     0             12            7.15       2.55     --0.20         --0.59

###### 

Correlations between reading fluency and reading comprehension measures.

                                    **1**   **2**   **3**   **4**   **5**   **6**   **7**   **8**
  --------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  **Grade 2**                                                                               
  \(1\) Word reading fluency task   1                                                       
  \(2\) Word-chain task             0.48    1                                               
  \(3\) Sentence reading task       0.66    0.53    1                                       
  \(4\) Reading comprehension       0.31    0.40    0.43    1                               
  **Grade 6**                                                                               
  \(5\) Word reading fluency task   0.58    0.38    0.56    0.31    1                       
  \(6\) Word-chain task             0.43    0.52    0.53    0.39    0.52    1               
  \(7\) Sentence reading task       0.53    0.44    0.67    0.45    0.63    0.52    1       
  \(8\) Reading comprehension       0.23    0.29    0.33    0.49    0.22    0.32    0.38    1

Identification of the RD Groups With Observed Data {#S3.SS2}
--------------------------------------------------

First, RD groups in reading fluency and reading comprehension in grades 2 and 6 were calculated from observed data using the 10th percentile as the cut-off value ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). There was a statistically significant association between RD in grade 2 and RD in grade 6 \[χ^2^(9) = 441.71, *p* \< 0.001\].

###### 

Number and percentage of children in each group based on the observed data for those who were assessed in both grades 2 and 6 using the 10th percentile as a cut-off point.

            **Grade 6**                                                          
  --------- ------------- -------------------- -------- ------- -------- ------- --------
  Grade 2   RF^a^ only    Number of children   35       17      9        43      104
                          \% within grade 2    33.65    16.35   8.65     41.35   100.00
                          \% of total          2.44     1.19    0.63     3.00    7.26
                          Adjusted residual    11.58    1.26    3.05     −9.20   
            RC^b^ only    Number of children   7        30      13       38      88
                          \% within grade 2    7.95     34.09   14.77    43.18   100.00
                          \% of total          0.49     2.09    0.91     2.65    6.15
                          Adjusted residual    0.54     6.36    6.05     −7.99   
            RF + RC       Number of children   12       2       14       11      39
                          \% within grade 2    30.77    5.13    35.90    28.21   100.00
                          \% of total          0.84     0.14    0.98     0.77    2.72
                          Adjusted residual    6.19     −1.40   11.31    −7.50   
            no RD^c^      Number of children   40       129     13       1,019   1,201
                          \% within grade 2    3.33     10.74   1.08     84.85   100.00
                          \% of total          2.79     9.01    0.91     71.16   83.87
                          Adjusted residual    −11.27   −4.42   −11.10   15.03   
  Total                   Count                94       178     49       1,111   1,432
                          \% within grade 2    6.56     12.43   3.42     77.58   100.00
                          \% of total          6.56     12.43   3.42     77.58   100.00

a

RF, reading fluency;

b

RC, reading comprehension;

c

no RD, no reading difficulties.

Approximately 10% of the participants had persistent RD, most of whom had persistent single reading fluency or reading comprehension difficulties. Most of those with either reading fluency or reading comprehension difficulties in grade 2 continued to have the same difficulty in grade 6, or they developed both reading fluency and comprehension difficulties in grade 6. Most of those with both reading fluency and reading comprehension difficulties in grade 2 continued to have only reading fluency difficulties or both reading fluency and reading comprehension difficulties in grade 6. It was rare for those struggling with any type of RD in grade 2 to move to no RD group in grade 6 and the other way around.

The percentage of children with no RD in grade 2 but some type of RD in grade 6 (late-emerging cases) was quite high (12.71%), and two-thirds of these cases had late-emerging reading comprehension difficulties. Only 2.79% of the children had only late-emerging reading fluency difficulties. The percentage of resolving difficulties (some kind of RD in grade 2 but no RD in grade 6) was smaller (6.42%), and the prevalence of resolving reading fluency and resolving reading comprehension difficulties was quite similar. Both resolving and late-emerging profiles were rare among children with both reading fluency RD and comprehension RD.

In order to describe the severity of RD in each group, we calculated means and standard deviations of the RD groups in reading fluency and reading comprehension in grades 2 and 6 ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Those with persistent RD performed 1.5 or more standard deviations below the average level in either fluency, comprehension, or both. Similarly, those with resolving RD performed 1.5 or more standard deviations below the average in grade 2, and those with late-emerging RD performed 1.5 or more standard deviations below the average in grade 6. However, in the resolving RD groups, the grade 6 skill performance was still below average, particularly for reading fluency (as low as −0.88 in the combined group). Similarly, the grade 2 reading levels of late-emerging RD groups were also somewhat below average (as low as −0.76 in the combined group).

###### 

Descriptive statistics for the groups based on the observed data.

                      ***N***   **Reading fluency, grade 2^z^**   **Reading comprehension, grade 2^z^**   **Reading fluency, grade 6^z^**   **Reading comprehension, grade 6^z^**                            
  ------------------- --------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------------- -------- ------ -------- ------
  **Persistent**                                                                                                                                                                                             
  RC^a^ → RC          30        --0.37                            0.60                                    --2.15                            0.31                                    --0.37   0.70   --1.58   0.35
  RC → RF^b^          7         --0.78                            0.41                                    --1.99                            0.30                                    --1.49   0.16   --0.71   0.31
  RC → RF + RC        13        --0.85                            0.24                                    --1.92                            0.17                                    --1.66   0.21   --1.60   0.35
  RF → RC             17        --1.47                            0.19                                    --0.78                            0.64                                    --0.63   0.34   --1.54   0.33
  RF → RF             35        --1.58                            0.33                                    --0.34                            0.66                                    --1.75   0.40   --0.14   0.78
  RF → RF + RC        9         --1.81                            0.40                                    --0.67                            0.64                                    --2.04   0.38   --1.74   0.38
  RF + RC → RC        2         --1.66                            0.38                                    --1.83                            0.00                                    --1.19   0.10   --1.66   0.00
  RF + RC → RF        12        --1.95                            0.36                                    --2.37                            0.42                                    --1.89   0.41   --0.29   0.56
  RF + RC → RF + RC   14        --1.88                            0.46                                    --2.24                            0.44                                    --1.95   0.50   --1.88   0.40
  **Late emerging**                                                                                                                                                                                          
  no RD → RC          129       --0.06                            0.75                                    --0.21                            0.79                                    --0.05   0.67   --1.54   0.36
  no RD → RF          40        --0.64                            0.47                                    --0.28                            0.77                                    --1.56   0.19   --0.01   0.63
  no RD → RF + RC     13        --0.76                            0.32                                    --0.70                            0.46                                    --1.60   0.22   --1.72   0.39
  **Resolving**                                                                                                                                                                                              
  RC → no RD^*c*^     38        --0.28                            0.54                                    --2.07                            0.33                                    --0.24   0.63   --0.28   0.57
  RF → no RD          43        --1.49                            0.24                                    --0.22                            0.74                                    --0.69   0.48   0.09     0.73
  RF + RC → no RD     11        --1.55                            0.22                                    --2.14                            0.38                                    --0.88   0.27   --0.34   0.59
  **No RD**                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  no RD → no RD       1, 019    0.31                              0.88                                    0.35                              0.72                                    0.32     0.86   0.38     0.76
  Total               1, 432                                                                                                                                                                                 

Subscript z refers to standardized score. The reading fluency measures are composite scores calculated as sum scores of the standardized scores for the three reading fluency tasks.

a

RC, reading comprehension;

b

RF, reading fluency;

c

no RD, no reading difficulties. On the left side of the arrow is the reading difficulty status in grade 2 \[only reading fluency difficulties (RF), only reading comprehension difficulties (RC), both reading fluency and reading comprehension difficulties (RF + RC), or no reading difficulties (no RD)\]. On the right side of the arrow is the reading difficulty status in grade 6. Reading fluency and/or reading comprehension difficulties were calculated using the 10th percentile cut-off value.

Gender was unevenly distributed in the groups, χ^2^(3) = 15.32, *p* \< 0.05: there were less boys than expected in the group with no RD in both grades (68.38% of boys compared with 77.80% of girls with adjusted standardized residual = −3.43) ([Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). In the RD groups, there were no significant differences. Of the boys, 11.55% belonged to the persistent RD groups, 14.39% to the late-emerging group, and 5.68% to the resolving group with adjusted standardized residuals of 2.69, 2.50, and −0.29, respectively. Among the girls, 6.72% belonged to the persistent RD groups, 9.37% to the late-emerging groups, and 6.11% to the resolving groups.

###### 

Prevalence of boys and girls in each group based on observed data.

  **Group**       **Gender**           **Total**           
  --------------- -------------------- ----------- ------- -------
  Persistent      Count                65          33      98
                  \% with the groups   66.33       33.67   100
                  \% within gender     11.55       6.72    9.30
                  \% of total          6.17        3.13    9.30
                  Adjusted residual    2.69        −2.69   
  Late emerging   Count                81          46      127
                  \% with the groups   63.78       36.22   100
                  \% within gender     14.39       9.37    12.05
                  \% of total          7.69        4.36    12.05
                  Adjusted residual    2.50        −2.50   
  Resolving       Count                32          30      62
                  \% with the groups   51.61       48.39   100
                  \% within gender     5.68        6.11    5.88
                  \% of total          3.04        2.85    5.88
                  Adjusted residual    −0.29       0.29    
  no RD           Count                385         382     767
                  \% with the groups   50.20       49.80   100
                  \% within gender     68.38       77.80   72.77
                  \% of total          36.53       36.24   72.77
                  Adjusted residual    −3.43       3.43    
  Total           Count                563         491     1,054
                  \% with the groups   53.42       46.58   100
                  \% within gender     100         100     100
                  \% of total          53.42       46.58   100

Simulation-Based Identification of the RD Groups: The Effect of Measurement Error {#S3.SS3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to examine whether measurement error affects the identification and stability of RD across time, we produced one simulation without and another with measurement error.

### SEM Model {#S3.SS3.SSS1}

Latent factors for reading fluency and reading comprehension were built in grades 2 and 6 (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the regression paths across time (grades 2 and 6) and across constructs (reading fluency and reading comprehension), residual covariances for each measure of reading fluency across time were added to the model based on the inspection of modification indices. The model showed good fit with the data, χ^2^(14) = 117.163, *p* \< 0.001, RMSEA = 0.072, CFI = 0.977, TLI = 0.954, standardized root mean square (SRMR) = 0.032. The model indicated that reading fluency was very stable across time while reading comprehension was less stable. Of grade 6 reading fluency variance, 60.8% was explained by grade 2 reading fluency and an additional 2% by grade 2 reading comprehension. Of grade 6 reading comprehension variance, 32.5% was explained by grade 2 reading comprehension and an additional 1.2% by grade 2 reading fluency.

Next, based on the model, we produced a simulated dataset without measurement error. We simulated 200,000 cases and identified cases with RD as the lowest 10% of the reading fluency and/or reading comprehension distribution ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). In the simulated data without measurement error, 86.45% were in the stable groups (76.52% no RD; 9.93% persistent RD) and 13.55% demonstrated instability in RD across grades. Of the cases demonstrating instability, 6.50% had resolving RD and 7.05% were identified as manifesting late-emerging RD; most of these manifested late-emerging reading comprehension difficulties.

###### 

Percentages and number of individuals in reading difficulty (RD) groups identified with the use of a single cut-off.

  **Group**             **Subgroup**        **Simulation without measurement error (group %)**   **Simulation with measurement error (group %)**
  --------------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  Persistent            RC^a^ → RC          1.92 (27)                                            1.57 (22)
                        RC → RF^b^          0.54 (8)                                             0.73 (10)
                        RC → RF + RC        0.47 (7)                                             0.44 (6)
                        RF → RC             0.33 (5)                                             0.54 (8)
                        RF → RF             2.93 (42)                                            2.56 (37)
                        RF → RF + RC        0.68 (10)                                            0.61 (9)
                        RF + RC → RC        0.36 (5)                                             0.35 (5)
                        RF + RC → RF        1.28 (18)                                            1.02 (15)
                        RF + RC → RF + RC   1.42 (20)                                            0.79 (11)
  Persistent total                          9.93 (142)                                           8.61 (123)
  Late emerging         no RD^c^ → RC       4.38 (63)                                            5.10 (73)
                        no RD → RF          2.23 (32)                                            3.26 (47)
                        no RD → RF + RC     0.44 (6)                                             0.60 (9)
  Late-emerging total                       7.05 (101)                                           8.96 (129)
  Resolving             RC → no RD          3.50 (50)                                            4.38 (63)
                        RF → no RD          2.48 (36)                                            3.41 (49)
                        RF + RC → no RD     0.52 (8)                                             0.73 (10)
  Resolving total                           6.50 (94)                                            8.52 (122)
  no RD                 no RD               76.52(1,095)                                         73.92(1,058)

a

RC, reading comprehension,

b

RF, reading fluency,

c

no RD, no reading difficulties. The number in parentheses shows the number of individuals based on the percentage for

N

= 1,432. On the left side of the arrow is the RD status in grade 2 \[only reading fluency difficulties (RF), only reading comprehension difficulties (RC), both reading fluency and reading comprehension difficulties (RF + RC), or no reading difficulties (no RD)\]. On the right side of the arrow is the RD status in grade 6. Reading fluency and/or reading comprehension difficulties were calculated using the lowest 10%.

Next, we produced a simulated dataset with 200,000 cases with measurement error. Overall, 82.53% of the cases were in stable groups from grades 2 to 6 (73.92% no RD; 8.61% persistent RD) ([Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). The remaining 17.48% of the cases demonstrated instability in RD across grades. Of the cases demonstrating instability, 8.52% had resolving RD, and 8.96% were identified as manifesting late-emerging RD; most of these manifested difficulties in reading comprehension.

Finally, the group sizes produced by the two simulations were compared in order to examine the effects of measurement error. For the simulation without measurement error, the percentage of the stable groups was slightly higher, and the percentage of the cases with instability in RD was somewhat lower. The results, thus, suggest that 1.32% of the children would have not been identified as having persistent RD due to the inclusion of measurement error in the analysis. In other words, in the observed data of 1,432 children, approximately 19 children would be wrongly classified. Similarly, 3.93% of the children would have changed groups due to the inclusion of measurement error in the analysis, which means that in the observed data, 56 out of 1,432 children would be wrongly classified. More specifically, 28 children (1.91%) would have been misclassified as having late-emerging RD and 28 children (2.02%) misclassified as having resolved their RD.

The Effect of the Use of a Single Cut-Off {#S3.SS4}
-----------------------------------------

The final step of our analysis was to examine RD stability with the use of a buffer zone. In this analysis, we focused particularly on the late-emerging RD ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}) and resolving RD groups ([Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"}). Similar to the use of a single cut-off, we produced two simulated datasets, one without and one with measurement error. We simulated 200,000 cases for each dataset and identified RD for those cases located in the lowest 10% of the reading fluency and/or reading comprehension distribution. Cases with scores in the lowest 10--25% range were identified as having borderline scores, and cases with scores above 25% were identified as having no RD.

###### 

Percentage and number of individuals in late-emerging groups identified with the use of a buffer zone (bz).

  **Late-emerging groups identified using a single cut-off**   **Late-emerging groups identified using a buffer zone**   **Simulation without measurement error, group % (*N*)**   **Simulation with measurement error, group % (*N*)**
  ------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
  no RD → RC                                                   no RD → RC                                                1.69 (24)                                                 2.30 (33)
                                                               no RD → RF(bz) + RC                                       0.28 (4)                                                  0.42 (6)
                                                               RC(bz) → RC                                               1.10 (16)                                                 0.98 (14)
                                                               RC(bz) → RF(bz) + RC                                      0.29 (4)                                                  0.32 (5)
                                                               RF(bz) → RC                                               0.20 (3)                                                  0.36 (5)
                                                               RF(bz) → RF(bz) + RC                                      0.28 (4)                                                  0.25 (4)
                                                               RF(bz) + RC(bz) → RC                                      0.21 (3)                                                  0.24 (3)
                                                               RF(bz) + RC(bz) → RF(bz) + RC                             0.33 (5)                                                  0.22 (3)
                                                                                                                         **4.38 (63)**                                             **5.09 (73)**
  no RD → RF                                                   no RD → RF                                                0.29 (4)                                                  0.85 (12)
                                                               no RD → RF + RC(bz)                                       0.09 (1)                                                  0.22 (3)
                                                               RC(bz) → RF                                               0.09 (1)                                                  0.26 (4)
                                                               RC(bz) → RF + RC(bz)                                      0.06 (1)                                                  0.12 (2)
                                                               RF(bz) → RF                                               0.82 (12)                                                 0.92 (13)
                                                               RF(bz) → RF + RC(bz)                                      0.26 (4)                                                  0.31 (5)
                                                               RF(bz) + RC(bz) → RF                                      0.37 (5)                                                  0.37 (5)
                                                               RF(bz) + RC(bz) → RF + RC(bz)                             0.25 (4)                                                  0.20 (3)
                                                                                                                         **2.23 (32)**                                             **3.25 (47)**
  no RD → RF + RC                                              no RD → RF + RC                                           0.04 (0)                                                  0.13 (2)
                                                               RC(bz) → RF + RC                                          0.06 (1)                                                  0.11 (1)
                                                               RF(bz) → RF + RC                                          0.14 (2)                                                  0.18 (3)
                                                               RF(bz) + RC(bz) → RF + RC                                 0.20 (3)                                                  0.18 (3)
                                                                                                                         **0.44 (6)**                                              **0.60 (9)**

The number in parentheses shows the number of individuals based on the percentage for

N

= 1,432. The bold values show the total number of late-emerging cases.

###### 

Percentages and number of individuals of the resolving groups identified with the use of a buffer zone.

  **Resolving groups identified using a single cut-off**   **Resolving groups identified using a buffer zone**   **Simulation without measurement error (ME), group % (*N*)**   **Simulation with ME, group % (*N*)**
  -------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  RC → no RD                                               RC → no RD                                            1.04 (15)                                                      1.65 (24)
                                                           RC → RC(bz)                                           0.77 (11)                                                      0.82 (12)
                                                           RC → RF(bz)                                           0.25 (4)                                                       0.41 (6)
                                                           RC → RF(bz) + RC(bz)                                  0.25 (4)                                                       0.26 (4)
                                                           RF(bz) + RC → no RD                                   0.27 (4)                                                       0.42 (6)
                                                           RF(bz) + RC → RC(bz)                                  0.21 (3)                                                       0.24 (3)
                                                           RF(bz) + RC → RF(bz)                                  0.35 (5)                                                       0.36 (5)
                                                           RF(bz) + RC → RF(bz) + RC(bz)                         0.35 (5)                                                       0.22 (3)
                                                                                                                 **3.49 (50)**                                                  **4.38 (63)**
  RF → no RD                                               RF → no RD                                            0.39 (6)                                                       0.93 (13)
                                                           RF → RC(bz)                                           0.07 (1)                                                       0.19 (3)
                                                           RF → RF(bz)                                           0.97 (14)                                                      1.06 (15)
                                                           RF → RF(bz) + RC(bz)                                  0.24 (3)                                                       0.26 (4)
                                                           RF + RC(bz) → no RD                                   0.11 (2)                                                       0.26 (4)
                                                           RF + RC(bz) → RC(bz)                                  0.06 (1)                                                       0.11 (2)
                                                           RF + RC(bz) → RF(bz)                                  0.41 (6)                                                       0.42 (6)
                                                           RF + RC(bz) → RF(bz) + RC(bz)                         0.22 (3)                                                       0.19 (3)
                                                                                                                 **2.47 (36)**                                                  **3.42 (49)**
  RF + RC → no RD                                          RF + RC → no RD                                       0.05 (1)                                                       0.15 (2)
                                                           RF + RC → RC(bz)                                      0.04 (1)                                                       0.10 (1)
                                                           RF + RC → RF(bz)                                      0.22 (3)                                                       0.28 (4)
                                                           RF + RC → RF(bz) + RC(bz)                             0.21 (3)                                                       0.20 (3)
                                                                                                                 **0.52 (8)**                                                   **0.73 (10)**

The number in parentheses shows the number of individuals based on the percentage for

N

= 1,432. The bold values show the total number of resolving cases.

The results from the use of the buffer zone suggest that most of the cases from the late-emerging and resolving RD groups actually land in the buffer zone. For the late-emerging group, the simulation without measurement error and with the buffer zone showed that only 33 cases would be identified as having late-emerging RD compared with the 101 that were identified with the use of a single cut-off. Of the 33 cases, 28 were identified with late-emerging reading comprehension difficulties and five with late-emerging reading fluency difficulties ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). For the resolving group, the simulation without measurement error and with the buffer zone showed that 28 cases would be identified as manifesting resolving RD compared with the 94 identified with the use of a single cut-off. Of the 28 cases, 19 would be identified with resolving reading comprehension difficulties, 8 with resolving reading fluency difficulties, and 1 with resolving reading fluency and comprehension difficulties ([Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"}).

Discussion {#S4}
==========

The main focus of the present study was to examine the longitudinal stability of RD identification across two time points, grades 2 and 6 including both reading fluency and reading comprehension. We examined whether RD identification was stable over time even if we control for measurement error and the use of single cut-offs. Our results showed that for some children RD are not stable but also revealed a clear effect of measurement error and the selection of the cut-off in the identification of RD. The findings highlight that measurement error affects the accurate identification of children with RD by causing misclassifications and that the simplicity of the single cut-offs can contribute to false impressions on instability of RD over time.

All the previous studies, except the study conducted by [@B7], examining the stability of RD identification, used cut-off points on raw variables with measurement error included ([@B19]; [@B29]; [@B45]; [@B9]). This means that conclusions may be biased by false-positive or false-negative cases due to measurement error causing misclassifications. In this study, we used simulations with models that do and do not include measurement error to estimate the magnitude of this problem. Our findings comparing the results of the simulations with and without measurement error showed the impact of measurement error but still aligned with prior findings suggesting RD instability for a group of children ([@B19]; [@B29]; [@B7]; [@B45]; [@B9]). In our study, 74--77% of participants were typical readers across time, and each RD group consisted of 7--10% of the participants (depending on the group and the model). Most of the participants (86.45% in the simulation without measurement error and 82.53% in the simulation with measurement error) demonstrated stability in their RD status (no RD and persistent RD). The simulation without measurement error revealed, however, larger proportions of the stable groups (persistent RD and no RD) and smaller proportions of late-emerging and resolving RD compared with the simulation with measurement error. These differences were expected because the results from the simulation with measurement error include false-positive or false-negative cases because of the effect measurement error, which affects the reliability of the estimation of the prevalence of each RD group. Although the differences in the prevalence of the groups were small, they show that measurement error has an effect on the longitudinal stability of RD identification. Overall, though, the findings supported that the unstable groups exist, even if we control for measurement error, which has been a problem in most previous studies.

[@B7] study is the only previous study comparable to the present simulation analysis as they used LTA, which relied on multiple indicators for each reading class, and their findings were thus less affected by measurement error. Our results from the analyses using single cut-offs were in line with [@B7] in that there was a higher prevalence of late-emerging reading comprehension than late-emerging reading fluency difficulties, but the findings show differences in the proportion of children in each RD group. More specifically, the present study identified a smaller proportion of late-emerging cases (7.05% compared with 13.40%) and more resolving cases (6.50% compared with 1.90%). Of the children with RD in the [@B7] study, 42% had late-emerging RD and 6% had resolving RD; in our study, the percentages were 30 and 28%, respectively.

It is possible that differences in orthography, in assessment ages of children, or differences in the criteria used for the identification of RD, explain the differences between the present study and that by [@B7]. Finnish orthography is highly transparent, with one-on-one correspondence between phonemes and graphemes ([@B39]; [@B31]; [@B2]). Due to the transparency of Finnish orthography, most Finnish children learn to read accurately after few months of reading instruction in grade 1 ([@B26]), and by the time of grade 2 assessment \[which was also the first assessment time point in the [@B7] study\], most are fluent readers and have a good command of reading comprehension skills ([@B25]). It is possible, then, that orthographic transparency could explain why there seem to be fewer cases of late-emerging RD among children learning to read in a context of transparent orthography as the differences in higher-level reading skills are visible already in grade 2. It is also likely that in a transparent orthography, it is possible to develop a resolving pathway more often despite early learning difficulties, as decoding task is cognitively less demanding. Additionally, [@B7] followed the children until grade 8, whereas the present analysis extended only to grade 6. The longer gap between assessments may also increase the number of unstable RD cases. Finally, in our study, a somewhat stricter cut-off was used (10th percentile), while [@B7] used the criterion of 1 standard deviation below the weighted sample mean (approximately 16th percentile).

Although the use of cut-offs is likely to lead to uncertainties in research findings because of measurement error ([@B11]; [@B5]), it is also a practical tool for the identification of children with RD. However, where and how we set the cut-off affects the identification of the RD groups and could possibly contribute to false impressions about the distinctness of the groups and about the risk of children for developing RD. Therefore, we need to find a way to use cut-offs without the evident problems accompanying them. One precaution against biased conclusions is the use of buffer zones around the single cut-offs ([@B40]). The use of the buffer zone in the present study revealed a more complex picture than the one of the use of single cut-offs. For instance, the simulation without measurement error and without a buffer zone suggested that 4.38% of the children had late-emerging reading comprehension difficulties. However, when we use the buffer zone, we see that many of the children identified with late-emerging RD actually had borderline skills (lowest 10--25%) in reading fluency and/or reading comprehension already in grade 2. In other words, although many children passed the strict RD criterion, they nevertheless were still at the lower end of the skill distribution. Similarly, the simulation without the measurement error or buffer zone suggested that 2.48% of the children had resolving reading fluency difficulties, leading to the impression that these children were fluent readers in grade 6; in fact, most of them still scored in the borderline zone, just above the strict cut-off. The use of cut-off points is a practical tool for the identification of children with RD, but they can be problematic. Their use would be rational if we did not have a normal skill distribution, but this is not the case in reading achievement ([@B11]). Consequently, setting an arbitrary cut-off on the continuous distribution of reading achievement can lead to false or biased estimations of the prevalence of instability of the RD groups.

There are certain limitations in this study that need to be considered. First, we used only one measure for the assessment of reading comprehension in grades 2 and 6. Although we calculated the correction of attenuation in each grade in order to control measurement error, having more measures for the assessment of reading comprehension would have increased the strength of our model. Also, more measures and several time points would have allowed a more thorough and reliable assessment of reading comprehension.

In conclusion, this study shows that the use of measures with measurement error and the use of single cut-offs affect the longitudinal stability of RD identification across two time points. Comparing the prevalence of the groups arose from the use of single cut-off and those from the use of the buffer zone, it is evident that the use of single cut-off contributes to false impressions, such as how distinct the RD groups are. However, even after controlling for measurement error and using the buffer zone, our results suggest that RD are not stable over time for all children. Although many children manifest RD in the beginning of their school life and continue to have difficulties across grades, some children do not demonstrate difficulties until mid-primary school, and others may resolve their earlier difficulties by the end of primary school. Given that reading fluency and reading comprehension were not stable over time, the question arises about which additional factors affect the development of reading fluency and especially the development of reading comprehension, which was less stable. Further studies are needed to better understand the factors that could lead to late-emerging RD, either in reading fluency or in reading comprehension, as well as the factors that help children resolve their RD. Closer examination of the resolving cases could provide important information on the mechanisms that trigger protective factors. These insights could be used for the development of support systems and intervention programs, which will help children at risk for RD.

These results raise several clinical and practical implications. First, it seems that a change in the child's RD status can occur both because of the effect of measurement error and because of the instability of RD identification. Consequently, because of the presence of measurement error in every assessment tool, it is not sufficient to diagnose RD based on only one assessment. Although some children may pass the strict cut-off, the results of the buffer zone show that they may still be in jeopardy for RD. Second, the use of a buffer zone along with continuous follow-ups of children's reading development could facilitate more accurate identification of the children with RD. This is especially important in education systems in which access to remedial support or special needs interventions depends on an official diagnosis. Third, the accumulation of evidence for the instability of RD classification from this study and prior literature suggests a need for careful consideration of practices and permanency of diagnosing of RD. This is needed especially in cases where diagnostic practices deprive children with late-emerging RD of interventions or support and where individuals with resolving RD may continue to carry an inaccurate label or perception of one's skills.
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